Switzerland

Article 36(4) of the 1874 Constitution guaranteed, "[t]he inviolability of the secrecy of letters and telegrams." This Constitution was repealed and replaced by public referendum in April 1999. The new constitution, which entered into force on January 1, 2000, greatly expanded the older privacy protection provision. Article 13 of the Constitution now states: "All persons have the right to the respect of their private and family life, home, mail and telecommunications. All persons have the right to be protected against abuse of their personal data." 1

Data Protection Laws

The Federal Data Protection Act of 1992 (Loi fédérale sur la protection des données or LPD) regulates personal information held by federal government and private bodies. 2 The Act requires that information be legally and fairly collected and places limits on its use and disclosure to third parties. Private companies must register if they regularly process sensitive data or transfer the data to third parties. Transfers to other nations must be registered and the recipient nation must have adequate laws. Individuals have a right of access to correct inaccurate information. Federal agencies must register their databases. There are criminal penalties for violations.

Almost each of the 26 Swiss Cantons (states) has a separate data protection law and its own data protection commissioner. However, as some cantons are rather small, some data protection commissioners are employed only by 10 percent of their working time for this purpose. In order to exchange opinions and to collaborate, the cantonal data protection officers have founded the association "DSB+CPD.CH" in March 2000. In 2003-2004, the association published a critical
opinion on the EPID project (see below), and in June 2004, a detailed list of web resources on computer security and "safer surfing."³

To date, the Federal Parliament is currently discussing a revision of the Data Protection Act, which in some parts provides better regulations, while at the same time proposing a major change in a new Article 17a. This Article allows federal authorities to create new data banks and to process personal data without previous regulation by the law, "if major public interest does not allow a postponement of data processing or if a testing phase is required." In these cases, the government only has to produce a regulation (decree).⁴ In June 1999, the European Union Data Protection Working Party determined that Swiss law was adequate under the European Union Directive.⁵ In July 2000, the European Commission formally adopted this position, thereby approving all future transfers of all personal data transfers to Switzerland.⁶ However, as long as the revision of the Data Protection Law is pending, Switzerland cannot formally ratify the Data Protection Protocol of the European Council.⁷

The LPD created the office of a Federal Data Protection Commissioner (the Commissioner, or EDSB).⁸ The Commissioner maintains and publishes the Register for Data Files,⁹ supervises federal government and private bodies, provides advice, issues recommendations and reports, and conducts investigations. The commissioner also consults with the private sector. The office publishes a detailed annual report,¹⁰ as well as leaflets, summaries of press articles and critical statements, e.g., on the medical tariffing system Tarmed (see below), on the telecom provider Orange SA collecting sensitive data of their employees, or on the governmental project to introduce a unique ID number for all Swiss residents (EPID).¹¹ Further, the office is advising governmental agencies on issues of data protection.


⁴ Eidgenössisches Justiz- und Polizeidepartement: Entwurf zur Teilrevision des Bundesdatenschutzgesetzes, (Federal Department of Justice and Police: Pre-draft for a Partial Revision of the Federal Data Protection Act), August 2001, available at <http://www.ofj.admin.ch/themen/datenschutz/vn-ber-d.pdf>. – A report by the controlling delegation of the National Council of the Federal Parliament (Geschäftsprüfungskommission des Nationalrates [GPK-N]) has been published in April 2004, together with a statement of the Government. See Bericht der Geschäftsprüfungskommission des Nationalrates [GPK-N] vom 21. November 2003, sowie Stellungnahme des Bundesrates vom 24. März 2004, in: Bundesblatt vom 06. April 2004 / Nr. 13 S. 1413 bzw. S. 1431: <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/ff/2004/index0_13.html>. - While the National Council (Nationalrat) refused to discuss the project on March 3, 2004, (i.e., to send it back to the commission for revision), the smaller chamber decided to discuss it. The consultation process is going on, without any decision being taken so far. (The National Council (Nationalrat) is the larger chamber of the Swiss Federal Parliament, representing the population, while the State Council (Ständerat) is the smaller chamber, representing the 26 cantons). Switzerland is governed by the collective Federal Council (Bundesrat), with seven members (ministers). Information about the political system in Switzerland can be found at <http://www.parlament.ch/ehomepage.htm>.


⁷ Zusatzprotokoll zum Übereinkommen des Europarats zum Schutz des Menschen bei der automatisierten Verarbeitung personenbezogener Daten (Série des traités européens STE Nr.108).

⁸ Homepage <http://www.edsb.ch/>.

⁹ According to official information by the EDSB office, there are approximately 1,200 individuals or companies registered, according to Article 11 of the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection of June 19, 1992. E-mail from Eliane Schmid, EDSB office; to Cédric Laurent, Policy Counsel, Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), July 8, 2004.


¹¹ Further, the project has been revised in winter 2003-2004: instead of one unique ID number, it is now planned to introduce about six unique ID numbers for all Swiss residents.
Currently, there are 22 employees working for this office. However, the Federal Data Protection Commissioner has only limited possibilities for interventions: he can only submit "suggestions" (Empfehlungen), or ask the Data Protection Commission to review a case. Decisions of this commission can then be submitted to the Federal Court (Bundesgericht). The last decision of the Data Protection Commission published on its website dates back to August 29, 2003: The Commission decided that the pharmaceutical company Roche was not allowed to systematically take samples of the urine of their apprentices (Lehrlinge) in order to test them for the use of illegal drugs.12 In 2000, Roche received a Swiss "Big Brother Award" for their testing of apprentices.13

Besides the Data Protection Act,14 there are also legal protections for privacy in the Civil Code15 and the Penal Code,16 and special rules relating to workers' privacy from surveillance,17 telecommunications information,18 health care statistics,19 professional confidentiality including medical and legal information,20 medical research,21 and identity cards.22

The identity card is machine-readable as is the new passport, which became effective on January 1, 2003. Banking records are protected by the Swiss Federal Banking Act of 1934. This Act was passed to guarantee strong protections for the privacy and confidentiality of bank customers. However, Switzerland has come under increasing pressure from the European Union and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to weaken these laws and provide greater access to bank records for the purposes of tax collection.
International cooperation against terrorism

Under the headlines of "fighting against terrorism" (especially after September 11, 2001), Switzerland expanded domestic surveillance, and established and strengthened collaboration agreements, especially with the US and the EU. On September 4, 2002, a secret "Operative Working Arrangement" has been signed, establishing a close "joint operative exchange of officers." Agents of both parties are permitted to work within their respective task forces against terrorism and thus to "have access to all information necessary to perform their task." Both signatory parties described their joint operation as an "outstanding cooperation." In autumn 2003, the Foreign Affairs Commission of the National Council criticized that the agreement had never been submitted to the Parliament. In March 2004, a large majority of the National Council required that the Government submit the agreement ex post to the Parliament. One specific focus in the cooperation between Switzerland and US intelligence authorities concerns the money flows. It brings into question the role of Swiss banks in "financing terrorists." After September 11, 2001, some banking organizations based in Switzerland have been put on a "black list" and their financial transfers have been closely investigated, and in some cases blocked. On June 24, 2004, the Swiss Attorney General (Bundesanwalt) declared the end of the first step of the "9/11 investigations." He concluded that the Swiss Banks "did not play a major role" in financing the attacks. Still, some accounts of financing companies have been blocked, and some cases handed over to a federal investigative judge. At the end of the first step of the investigations, the Swiss Attorney General declared the end of the "Operative Working Arrangement."

In another type of cooperation, Switzerland is trying to find a common solution with the EU and the US with respect to passports and visas. In September 2003, the Swiss government commissioned a study on the feasibility of "upgrading" the Swiss passport with biometric identification tags. This should allow Swiss citizens to fulfill the requests introduced by the US government, requiring that from October 2004, every visitor without a visa would have to be able to present a passport with a biometric identity tag. The feasibility study should be presented during the summer of 2004.

Negotiations are ongoing on the issue of the disclosure of air travelers' data to US authorities. The immigration branch of the US Department of Homeland of Security requires large data sets from every passenger. This disclosure violates the Swiss Data Protection Law, which allows the transfer of data to another state only if the other nation has a similar data protection legislation, which is not the case of the US. Until now, the national airline company Swiss declares giving only limited data to US authorities. As negotiations are ongoing between the EU and the US on this issue, Switzerland seems to be waiting for an agreement before joining in.

---

23 The "Arrangement" has been signed by the Swiss Attorney General (Bundesanwalt, General Federal Prosecutor), Mr. Valentin Roschacher for Switzerland, and by the US Attorney General John Ashcroft and US Deputy Secretary at the Department of Treasury, Kenneth Dam for the US. In June 2004, the Swiss newspaper "Facts" published a facsimile of the agreement <http://www.facts.ch/dyn/magazin/schweiz/382176.html>.


25 On May 28, 2004, the EU signed an agreement with the US on the disclosure of PNR data. However, the European Parliament decided to present the case to the Court of Justice of the European Communities. As of the end of June 2004, no similar agreement had officially been signed between Switzerland and the US.
Cooperation with the European Union

Switzerland is not a member of the EU, but has some special agreements with the EU. Some of these bilateral agreements have been signed in 2000-2001. In May 2004, the government decided to sign another set of agreements ("Bilaterale II"). However, these contracts will probably have to be first approved by citizens by referendum.

The contracts include agreements on the mobility of persons (Personenfreizügigkeit). These agreements aim at shifting the borders between European nations to the external borders of Europe. Inside Europe, people may travel without the traditional border police control, while travellers from and to Europe will be confronted to strengthened border controls. However, the national police forces will be allowed to execute "mobile controls" in the 30 km range along the borders, as well as in train stations, inside of trains and at airports. This means that all persons will de facto have to carry an ID document, which was not compulsory until now in Switzerland.26

An important part of the "Bilaterale II" bundle of agreements are the Schengen and Dublin conventions that the Swiss government decided to join but that the Parliament has not ratified yet. The Schengen Convention27 would establish a close cooperation among police forces, in order to combat international "criminal tourism" (Kriminaltourismus). The core subject of this agreement is the Schengen Information System (SIS), a pan-European database that records personal information on people who have been arrested, migrants, and missing objects28(Fahndungsdatenbank) by the national police forces. In the spring of 2004, SIS consisted of 10 million entries. In 2003, 1.2 million data sets concerned persons, but only 1.6 percent of these persons had been the subject of an international warrant. The large majority of files concerns persons from non-EU member states. The SIS database is not only a tool against crime, but also a tool for repression against immigration. SIS is operated by the EUROPOL, and by joining the Schengen agreement, Swiss police officers will have full online access to the SIS database. The Swiss Departement of Justice and Police (EJPD) calls the SIS "a revolutionary step for police work." Collaboration in the EUROPOL will be "faster and more efficient than with Interpol." Other parts of the Schengen Convention cover the cross-border observation by national police forces and the exchange of police officers.

The Dublin Convention, established in 1990, establishes a European cooperation agreement to process applications from asylum seekers. It will allow Switzerland to access "Eurodac", the pan-European database of fingerprints of asylum seekers and migrants.29 According to the Dublin Convention, asylum requests are checked only by one EU member state whose decision becomes binding for all other member states.

There are several bilateral agreements on police cooperation between Switzerland and many other nations in Europe, which expand the types of collaboration among law enforcement authorities. The Swiss Federal Police is, in this regard, exchanging to other countries.30 Concrete collaboration has been tested in the case of international political and economic meetings, like the meeting of G8 in
Geneva in June 2003 and the meeting of the World Economic Forum in Davos in January 2004. It is most likely that Switzerland will ratify the Schengen and Dublin Conventions. However, nationalist-conservative parties, opposing the contracts, intend to organize a public referendum on this issue.

**Police and Intelligence Agencies’ activities**

The Swiss Police system is traditionally strongly organized by the 26 cantons. Every canton has its own police force. However, in the last few years there have been substantial efforts to build up a central "Federal Police" corps (Fedpol), based in Berne. This Fedpol has mainly investigative duties, including the "prevention" of crimes. Since 1994, there has been built up a Federal Criminal Police as well. Most of the extension of this Fedpol has been done in order to "fight against organized crime and terrorism" (including "cybercrime," for which a specific task force has been established in 2003, the "Coordination Unit for Cybercrime Control" (CYCOS). However, there are still some remarkable tensions between the Fedpol and cantonal Police forces.

Legally, the activities of the Fedpol are mainly based on the Bundesgesetz über Massnahmen zur Wahrung der inneren Sicherheit (BWIS). This law was enacted in July 1, 1998 as a follow-up of a scandal in the autumn of 1989, when members of a parliamentary investigative commission (the Parlamentarische Untersuchungskommission, or PUK) discovered huge databases of citizens in the premises of the Federal Police (the political police) and the Federal Prosecutor (Bundesanwaltschaft).

The former Federal Police, now called the Service for Analysis and Prevention, is part of the Federal Office for Police Matters, which also includes the Federal Criminal Police. It hosts two data banks, including ISIS (the Information System for Internal Security), which replaced the old paper files of the federal police. ISIS contains files on about 50,000 persons who are considered "terrorists," "violent extremists" or possible spies. Files are opened on "preventive" grounds, which means that no criminal investigation is required. However, data resulting from criminal investigations, and thus also from telephone surveillance, can be maintained for preventive purposes, even if the person is acquitted before a court. The other data bank is JANUS. Most contained files of 62,500 persons in July 2001. Most of them being registered for alleged drug trafficking, since registration of consumers is not allowed. Files in JANUS can be created on the grounds of simple suspicion. The records on the

---

32 "Coordination Unit against Cybercrime" (CYCOS, KOBIK in German) <http://www.cybercrime.admin.ch/e/index.htm>.  
34 The Commission found about 900,000 folders, called "Fichen" (hence "Fichenskandal"), most of whom were not suspected of having committed any offence. Most of the folders had to be destroyed since. At this time, there was no legal basis for the collection of these folders. In 1991 a citizens committee launched a popular initiative to abolish the political police. Surveillance should only be possible on the grounds of a criminal investigation. The vote on the initiative was postponed by the Government for years. In June 1998, nine years after the scandal 75 percent of the voters said no to the initiative. The Federal government had saved its political police, which since the beginning of the nineties had been completely modernized and, by July 1, 1998, received for the first time in history a legal basis with the Law on Measures for Maintaining Internal Security (BWIS).  
36 Verordnung über das Informationssystem der Bundeskriminalpolizei (JANUS-Verordnung) vom 30. November 2001 (Stand am 22. Januar 2002) (SR 360.2) <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/c360_2.html>. JANUS is the fusion of three information systems which have been built up during the nineties, and had been maintained separately until 1998: DOSIS, which held data on investigations in drug trafficking; ISOK, the information system on "organized crime;" and FAMP which includes information about forged money, trafficking human beings (prostitution) and illicit pornography.
62,500 suspected targeted persons (Stamppersonen) also contain 116,500 references on third persons, which are not suspected.\(^{37}\)

A revision of the BWIS is currently planned. The directors of the Federal Police and the Intelligence forces are demanding an extension of their capabilities, \textit{e.g.}, to be allowed to spy inside private appartments or to tap telecommunications, even without the concrete suspicion of a crime.

On the legal basis of the BWIS, the government decreed a regulation which permits \textit{and} compels all institutions "executing an official duty" to report any suspicion of a "terrorist activity" to the federal police.\(^{38}\) These institutions include universities, hospitals, train carriers, etc. The regulation was first released in November 1 2001 in the aftermath of the attacks of September 11, 2001, to sunset after one year. It has then been extended for another year, and in November 2003 was extended for two more years.\(^{39}\)

From January 1, 2005, the police will be officially allowed to operate undercover special agents.\(^{40}\) The majority of the Parliament accepted a government's proposal, arguing that this would be "a necessary tool against organized crime", like terrorism and money laundering.

The Department of Justice and Police (EJPD) is preparing a new law including measures against racism, against so-called hooliganism, and against propaganda of violence.\(^{41}\) The law is paving the way for establishing a centralized national database on so-called "hooligans" in the legal framework of the BWIS (see above), providing the basis for the exchange of data with other nations. The Government underlines that such a data base would be essential in view of the next European Football Championship, scheduled for 2008 in Switzerland and Austria. However, the term "hooliganism" would not be restricted to football fans since the law covers all kinds of "large public events," including political demonstrations.

In the context of the World Economic Forum in Davos in January 2004, police forces blocked the access to the mountain village and collected data on more than 1,000 peaceful demonstrators. According to a newspaper report in May 2004, the cantonal police transmitted the data to the Federal Police,\(^{42}\) in order to cross-check it with the ISIS database. In January 2004, the cantonal police said that they would not transmit the collected data.\(^{43}\) The World Economic Forum is a private event organized since 2000 in Davos, supported by large multinational companies, as well as by the Swiss Government.

\(^{37}\) Among them, 13,500 are so-called "contact persons;" 13,000 are telephone subscribers (with their names and addresses); and about 90,000 are telephone numbers with only fragmentary information to the respective persons (Conseil national 01-1068 – Question ordinaire de Dardel – Personnes enregistrées dans les systèmes de données JANUS et ISIS – Réponse du Conseil fédéral du 5 septembre 2001 <http://www.parlament.ch/afs/data/f/gesch/2001/f_gesch_20011068.htm>).

\(^{38}\) Verordnung betreffend die Ausdehnung der Auskunftspflichten und des Melderechts von Behörden, Amtsstellen und Organisationen zur Gewährleistung der inneren und äusseren Sicherheit (SR 120.1) <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/c120_1.html>.

\(^{39}\) In Switzerland, the citizens can demand a referendum on every law regarding domestic politics by collecting 50,000 signatures in the delay of 100 days – but they can not ask for a referendum in the case of a regulation (Verordnung, decree).


\(^{41}\) Bundesgesetz über Massnahmen gegen Rassismus, Hooliganismus und Gewaltpropaganda(Entwurf) and press release <http://www.ejpd.admin.ch/doks/mm/2003/030212c-d.htm>.

\(^{42}\) "Service for Analysis and Prevention", DAP, \textit{Dienst für Analyse und Prävention}, which is the political Swiss "preventive State Security Police", part of the Swiss Federal Police, ex-BUPO, \textit{Bundespolizei}.

In April 2004, newspapers reported about a meeting of the "Club of Berne" in Berne on April 21, 2004. The Club members decided to continue their collaboration under the new name of the "Counter Terrorist Group/CTG." It was the first time that Swiss officials admitted its existence. According to different sources, the Club de Berne was founded in Berne in 1971 as a loose federation (Zusammenschluss) of national European intelligence service leaders. Today, the Club of Berne seems to consist of members of 27 nations. In 2002, the mysterious Club has been honored with a Swiss "Big Brother Award" in the category "lifetime award."

**Interception of telecommunications**

Until the beginning of 2002, telephone tapping was governed by Article 179 octies of the Penal Code and corresponding regulations in the federal, the military and the cantonal Penal Procedure Codes. Due to liberalization of the telecommunications sector by the 1997 Telecommunication Act, the government issued a regulation that established a specialized agency, *Le Service des Tâches Spéciales* (Special Services, or STS), within the Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (UVEK), to administer wiretaps. The STS now has the function of being a link between the special services of the different private and state-owned telecommunications companies and the public prosecutors, who issue interception orders. Already under the previous regulation, every interception order had to be confirmed by a prosecution chamber of the federal court or by the cantonal high court.

From April 1, 2003 on, the Swiss telecom providers have to keep a log for six months of all communication traffic data, to comply with the new Federal Law on the Surveillance of Mail and Telecommunications. Implementation of this law will require that the respective telephone companies constantly track phones, and that they store the data collected. Whereas until 2003 interception was possible in all investigations relating to crimes and offences (crimes for which a prison sentence can be issued), the new law prohibits any preventive interception and provides, for the first time, for a catalogue of offenses. In the case of investigations on crimes and offences described in the catalogue, an instruction judge (*Untersuchungsrichter*), with the allowance of the prosecution chamber, can order providers to hand over the archived data. The same catalogue is relevant for real-time interception cases. In this case, a judge can compel a provider to install a direct connection of all telecommunications to the STS. In October 2003, the Law on the Surveillance of Mail and

---

44 [http://www.bigbrotherawards.ch/diverse/hallofshame].
46 Telecommunications Law (LTC) of April 30, 1997. Ordonnance du 1er décembre 1997 sur le service de surveillance de la correspondance postale et des télécommunications, (December 1, 1997), available at Ordonnance du 31 octobre 2001 sur la surveillance de la correspondance par poste et télécommunication (OSCPT), RS 780.11 from October 31, 2001, [www.admin.ch/ch/frs/c780_11.html], in german Decree on the Monitoring of Mail Correspondence and Telecommunications. Until 2002, the technical procedures for wiretapping were carried out by a special service within former Telecom PTT (now Swisscom), the state monopoly company. The STS has been established in 2003 in order to technically establish a link between the requests of the judges and the data of the telecom providers. However, with the new system "Metamorphose" being introduced now, the DBA is also registering the requests in its own data base, keeping copies of the data for up to one year.
47 "Traffic data" means the technical data of the connections (*Kommunikationsranddaten*) sent by their customers by telephone, fax or the Internet. These data include the time, the sender and receiver's dial number, as well as – in the case of mobile phones – the geographical location.
49 While at the beginning of the 1990s about 500 interception orders were issued annually, the number has continuously increased to about 2,000 orders since 1996 (2,138 cases). (Conseil National, Heures de Questions: Session d'hiver 1999,
Telecommunications was strengthened. In March 2003 already, the catalogue of criminal offenses allowing interception -- chm: re-introduced, sorry for that) has been extended, introducing provisions combating against the "financing of terrorism."\(^{50}\)

On October 21, 2003, the Federal Court decided in a unanimous vote that, in the case of wiretapping, the Federal Prosecutor has the duty to inform the persons observed after surveillance has been carried out, including information about the reasons of the monitoring.\(^{51}\)

**Prepaid mobile phone cards**

In March 2003, the National Council (Nationalrat) passed a law which made it illegal to purchase cell phone SIM cards without providing personal information. The National Council followed in this point the decisions of the smaller chamber (Ständerat, or Council of States), that had already decided to pass such a law in December 2002, in the context of the UN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism.\(^{52}\) In March 2004, the Swiss Attorney General (Bundesanwalt) announced that tracking prepaid mobile phone cards (SIM cards) released by the Swiss telecom provider Swisscom helped the US intelligence find terrorists in Afghanistan.\(^{53}\)

---

\(^{50}\) Federal Court, BGE 8G.109/2003 of 21.10.2003, no publication. There have been numerous public revelations of illegal wiretapping. A 1993 inquiry found that phones used by journalists and ministers in the Swiss Parliament were tapped (Statewatch bulletin, Volume 3, Number 1, January–February 1993). The data protection commissioner also accused the Swisscom (Telecom PTT at that time), the state telephone company, of illegally wiretapping telephones. In February 1998, an agent for Israel's Mossad Secret Service was arrested by the Swiss authorities for attempting to tap the phone of a Lebanese immigrant whom he believed had links to the Hizbollah. On July 7, 2000 the Swiss court handed down a one year sentence to be suspended for two-years ("Swiss Court Hands Mossad Spy a Suspended One-year Sentence," Associated Press, July 10, 2000).


\(^{52}\) See <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/as/2003/3043.pdf>.

\(^{53}\) Topic 02.052 – Uno-Übereinkommen gegen Terrorismusfinanzierung und Bombenterrorismus

---

\(^{50}\) Federal Court, BGE 8G.109/2003 of 21.10.2003, no publication. There have been numerous public revelations of illegal wiretapping. A 1993 inquiry found that phones used by journalists and ministers in the Swiss Parliament were tapped (Statewatch bulletin, Volume 3, Number 1, January–February 1993). The data protection commissioner also accused the Swisscom (Telecom PTT at that time), the state telephone company, of illegally wiretapping telephones. In February 1998, an agent for Israel's Mossad Secret Service was arrested by the Swiss authorities for attempting to tap the phone of a Lebanese immigrant whom he believed had links to the Hizbollah. On July 7, 2000 the Swiss court handed down a one year sentence to be suspended for two-years ("Swiss Court Hands Mossad Spy a Suspended One-year Sentence," Associated Press, July 10, 2000).


\(^{52}\) Topic 02.052 – Uno-Übereinkommen gegen Terrorismusfinanzierung und Bombenterrorismus

\(^{53}\) The New York Times wrote: "The investigation helped narrow the search for one of the most wanted men in the world, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, who is accused of being the mastermind of the September 11 attacks." and explained, citing "a senior intelligence official based in Europe": "They thought these phones protected their anonymity, but they didn't (...) Even without personal information, the authorities were able to conduct routine monitoring of phone conversations." SeeDon Van Natta Jr. and Desmond Butler, "How Tiny Swiss Cellphone Chips Helped Track Global Terror Web," New York Times,
Electronic Warfare and Satellite telecom interception

In October 2003, the Swiss Government introduced a new regulation on electronic warfare. The regulation allows the military forces to disrupt civilians' mobile phone communications and regulates radio interception, including the interception of satellite communications. Since the end of the 1990s, Switzerland is building up a system for satellite interception of the COMINT type (Communications Intelligence), similar to the UKUSA "Echelon" system. The Swiss system, first called "Satos-3", then ONYX, started its operations in April 2000. All three operational sites are planned to be in operation by the end of 2005. Like the "Echelon" system, ONYX interception operates with software filtering the content of satellite communication for specific keywords.

In November 2003, the Controlling Delegation of the Federal Parliament (Geschäftsprüfungselegation or GPDel) released a detailed report on ONYX and presented some suggestions to improve the operational, as well as parliamentarian, controls over the system. According to this report, ONYX and the UKUSA "Echelon" system are autonomous systems, without any technical interfaces. However, intelligence data is exchanged most probably on a case-by-case basis. ONYX is operated by a special agency of the Swiss Military forces, the Section for Electronic Warfare (EKF). The Military Minister decides which governmental agencies are allowed to order ONYX interceptions. At this time, there are two agencies: The (military) Strategic Intelligence Agency (Strategischer Nachrichtendienst, or SND), responsible for foreign intelligence, and – to a minor degree – the (civil) Federal Police, responsible for domestic intelligence and "internal security" (Dienst für Analyse und Prävention, or DAP). In the conclusion of their report, the GPDel suggests that the satellite interceptions ordered by the military SND should be precisely regulated by law.

Further, the GPDel urges the Swiss government to check the conformity of ONYX operations with the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR), especially with its Article 8. Concerning domestic intelligence, the GPDel criticizes the absence of a law to regulate the competences of the Federal Police DAP. Finally, the Delegation urges for more transparency and for a political debate on ONYX interceptions. At this time, there are two agencies: The (military) Strategic Intelligence Agency (Strategischer Nachrichtendienst, or SND), responsible for foreign intelligence, and – to a minor degree – the (civil) Federal Police, responsible for domestic intelligence and "internal security" (Dienst für Analyse und Prävention, or DAP). In the conclusion of their report, the GPDel suggests that the satellite interceptions ordered by the military SND should be precisely regulated by law.


56 Abteilung Elektronische Kriegführung, EKF, which is a part of the "Untergruppe Führungsunterstützung des Generalstabs".

57 The third Swiss Intelligence Agency, the Air Force Intelligence Agency, can order interceptions by way of the SND. By ordering an interception, the agencies have to fix details of their orders, e.g., the geographical area of the observation or a list of keywords. At the end of 2003, there have been 30 "contracts" (Leistungsvereinbarungen) established between the military SND and EKF, and one contract between the civil DAP and EKF. In other words: At this time, 92 percent of the ONYX operations were executed for the military SND, and eight percent for the civil DAP. The civil Police forces do not have direct access to the data collected for the military SND. An administrative "independent control group" has been established in October 2003 by the government to control the interception orders (UKI, Unabhängige Kontrollinstanz). ONYX is declared to be a tool for "foreign intelligence," not for "domestic intelligence." Therefore, the operating EKF is not allowed to transmit data concerning persons in Switzerland or Swiss citizens residing outside Switzerland to the military SND. Neither is EDK allowed to collect data concerning the Swiss "internal security" (Innere Sicherheit). However, this rule has been weakened by beginning of 2004: If the EKF detects data concerning "internal security" by coincidence (Zufallsfunde), the agency is allowed to hand it over to the Federal Police (DAP), even if the data concerns Swiss residents. (Art. 5 Abs. 2 VEKF: "Die EKF löst grundsätzlich alle unabsichtlich erfassten und erkannten Informationen über inländische Kommunikationsteilnehmer. Sie kann solche Informationen jedoch bearbeiten und an den betreffenden Auftraggeber weiterleiten, soweit sie der Erfüllung des Auftrages dienen.").

58 Today, the operations are fixed in the regulation only (VEKF, see above), but not in the "Military Law" (Militärgesetz MG, SR 510.10) <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/c510_10.html>.

---
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Swiss satellite interception. On March 24 2004, the Government welcomed the report of the GPDel and accepted to examine its. On July 6, 2004, the government presented its projects for funding military sites and infrastructures.

**DNA samples, biometry, and genetic screening**

In July 2000, a regulation on the collection and storage of genetic profiles has been introduced, allowing the Swiss administration – by way of a new Agency called AFIS Services – to establish and operate a centralized data base with DNA profiles of persons and stains. Data is collected by the Federal Office for Police since August 1, 2000. The regulation states that police forces are allowed to collect DNA samples only in case the offense committed is listed in a catalogue. However, this catalogue does not only include crimes like murder, sexual offenses, life endangerment and rape, but also theft.

All samples taken by the police are given a unique identifier, so that the name of the suspect is never disclosed to laboratory employees. The EDNA regulation is valid until December 2004. Afterwards, it will be replaced by a law which will not have any catalogue of offenses at all.

In March 2004 the majority of the National Council decided to allow life insurance companies to review previous DNA analyses of persons in case they want to sign a contract with a life or a voluntary insurance company against invalidity. The law project still has to be approved by the smaller chamber.

Revision of the law on asylum

In May 2004, the National Council discussed a revision of the Law on Asylum. The revision allows the collection of biometric data of immigrants and allows the police to transmit data of asylum seekers to their home nation, even before the request of the asylum seeker is decided upon. A minority in the National Council criticized the fact that this rule would bring asylum seekers and their relatives in danger. Despite the opposition, the National Council accepted the revision by 2/3 of the votes on May 5, 2004.

---


64 Bundesgesetz über die Verwendung von DNA-Profilen im Strafverfahren und zur Identifizierung von unbekannten oder vermissten Personen (DNA-Profil-Gesetz) – Entwurf; <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/f/f/2003/4436.pdf>. See the discussion in the parliament (Nationalrat, Amtliches Bulletin, 20.06.03-08h00) <http://www.parlament.ch/ab/data/d/n/4619/86799/d_n_4619_86799_86951.htm>. In September 2002, the majority of the National Council decided, against the proposal of the preparing commission, not to include a catalogue in the new law on DNA profiles.

Revision of the law on Foreigners

In May 2004, the National Council started the debate on the revision of the Law on Foreigners. The larger chamber of the Federal Parliament decided to include biometric data in foreigners' identity documents. The law will also provide a definite legal basis for the Central Register of Foreigners, which now holds data on about 4.5 million persons. In order to avoid so-called "faked marriages" (Scheinehen), the law determines that marriage officers (Zivilstandsbeamte) will be allowed to investigate on the "honesty" of bi-national marriages. In June 2004, the National Council passed the Law, despite strong opposition in the parliamentary commission concerned.

Surveillance Cameras

After a pilot test in 2002-2003, the Swiss Federal Railway company SBB (now a private company, still owned by the state) announced a large project to install surveillance cameras in trains. Until 2003, such surveillance was not allowed by law, neither was the operation of CCTV systems in train stations. In December 2003, a regulation was subsequently introduced, allowing the SBB to operate CCTV systems in train station, as well as inside trains.

The city police of Zurich bought a new (mobile) camera system with capabilities for automatic car plate recognition (AFNES) to be operated in Zurich. It will be able to identify car plates and compare the results with the national data base RIPOL. With closer connections to EU justice and police agencies, Switzerland will most probably also gain direct access to European car plate data bases.

At the Zurich "Unique" airport, the cantonal Police of Zurich is testing a pilot system for automatic face recognition since the beginning of 2003. Officially, the Farec - Face Recognition system mainly aims at recognizing people trying to immigrate without identity documents. No results about the tests are available yet. The Zurich government is convinced that no explicit legal base is necessary for the tests. The data protection officer of the canton Zurich is quite skeptical about the usefulness of the system.

Video surveillance is growing fast in Switzerland as well, as the cameras are getting smaller, cheaper and more sophisticated. This is especially true for the systems operated by private entities, such as shopkeepers or house owners. However, opposition against camera surveillance is growing as well: The committee of the Swiss "Big Brother Awards" has been organizing several "excursions" on the subject of surveillance cameras in Zurich and released a map locating the cameras in a city district of Zurich. The Federal Data Protection Commissioner published a leaflet explaining the legal conditions for private individuals to operate video surveillance cameras.

Private surveillance

Customer loyalty programs (Kundenbindungsprogramme) are still expanding. According to the largest retail chain in Switzerland, Migros, more than one out of two households in Switzerland has a grocery shopping card. Data from the largest competitor, COOP, is similar. Smaller companies are also issuing their own cards. There is a growing risk that customers' databases are being merged, thus...
providing increasingly detailed data profiles. As an example, in 2004, the second-largest Swiss retailer, COOP, has established a collaboration with the largest Swiss telecom provider Swisscom to share their respective "bonus points." Both companies stress that the exchange program consists only of aggregated data (i.e. bonus points), and that they did not exchange nor merge detailed information about specific customers.

The largest retailer, Migros, is involved in a research program on RFIDs (radio frequency identification tags) at the University of St. Gall, together with SAP and other software companies. Until now, no large scale commercial use of RFID is known in Switzerland, with the exception of some ski lifts in mountain resort areas. Further, RFIDs are getting more and more used as access control devices by companies, libraries, schools, etc. In August 2002, the Swiss Federal Railway Company SBB decided to postpone their project of RFID-based contactless train tickets called "EasyRide". RFID chips have been used as identity tags at the UN "World Summit on Informations Society" (WSIS) in December 2003 in Geneva. The tags allowed to track the movements of the participants at the Summit.

Insurance companies are interested in data about their customers. In summer 2003, the company "Winterthur" admitted that they used to keep secret data files on "risky customers," without informing the Federal Data Protection Commissioner, nor the customers, and thus not allowing their costumers to correct inaccurate data. Further, according to media news in May 2004, some insurance companies are systematically using lie detectors (Lügendetektoren) in their call centers in order to detect if customers are lying when reporting their losses or damages (Schäden) without notifying them of this fact.

In a March 2004 revision of the Penal Code (Strafgesetzbuch), commercial companies are allowed to keep logs of phone conversations with their clients, even without their consent, for the purpose of securing evidence. However, they are not allowed to analyze this data for marketing purposes, nor to give this data to third parties.

In the context of a large reorganization of the billing system of medical services provided by doctors and hospitals, the association of private health insurance companies (Krankenkassen), Santésuisse, is forcing the new tariff system Tarmed. According to this system, medical service providers have to include detailed ICD-10-Codes in their bills, which are being handed over the insurance companies. By this system, the insurance companies get access to sensitive data about their customers. Although

72 Auto-ID Center at the University of St. Gall <http://www.m-lab.ch/).
74 According to the Federal Law on Data Protection, every systematically organized database on personal data has to be registered at the Federal Data Protection Commissioner. (This rule may be abrogated in the current revision proposal). Further, the law states the right of everyone to get information about their personal data in the database, as well as the right to correct wrong data – with the exception of "secret data bases". In this case, the Federal Data Protection Commissioner has the duty to act as an intermeddary. See Bundesgesetz über den Datenschutz (DSG, SR 235.1) vom 19. Juni 1992 (Stand am 3. Oktober 2000) <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/c235_1.html>. For an english translation see http://www.ics.uci.edu/~kobsa/privacy/switzerland.htm> or <http://www.edsb.ch/e/geetz/switcze/index.htm>.
there have been critiques and protests by customers and doctors, as well as by Data Protection Commissioners, the Tarmed system is officially in operation since January 1, 2004.

The Swiss Football Association SFV (Schweiz. Fussballverband SFV) has been disclosing data about visitors of the European Football Championship "Euro 2004" in Portugal in May 2004. For Switzerland, the SFV has been the exclusive seller of tickets for this championship. According to newspaper reports, the SFV informed the ticket buyers that they reserve the right to hand over the data of the visitors not only to the organizers of the "Euro 2004" (including UEFA, the Union of European Football Associations), but also to other parties – even for commercial purposes, which raises the likelihood of the constitution of large databases of football fans.

In some cantons, the data protection law is at the same time a "Freedom of Information Law" (Öffentlichkeitsgesetz), and the data protection officer has the duties of a Freedom of Information Protection Officer as well. According to such laws, all official documents should be publicly available and citizens have a legal right to receive information - except if a document is declared as confidential. Other cantons and the Confederation are preparing a similar law. However, the first consultations among interested parties are revealing considerable opposition, e.g. in the canton of Zurich.

Switzerland is a member of the Council of Europe (CoE) and has signed and ratified the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention No. 108) in 1997. Switzerland has also signed and ratified the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. In November 2001, Switzerland signed, but has not ratified, the CoE Convention on Cybercrime. It is a member of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and has adopted the OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data.

78 For the Confederation, see the proposal Botschaft zum Bundesgesetz über die Öffentlichkeit der Verwaltung (Öffentlichkeitsgesetz, BGÖ) <http://www.ofec.admin.ch/themen/oeffprinzip/bot-d.pdf>.
80 EMRK, signed in Rome on November 4, 1950, accepted by the parliament on October 3, 1974, ratified on November 28, 1974 <http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/0_101/index.html>.